
...I knew it was time to strip away all these things I took for granted as part of ‘life’ and reassess what the core 
things God has called me to live are. I have felt a sense of urgency that life is too short to be wasted on things that 
in the end are worth nothing and have wrestled with questions like—

How do I take the good things of our Western life, yet not be distracted by our culture’s excess?
How do I live God’s Kingdom’s different values of care and service and responding to suffering when I live in suburban 
Perth?
How do I live simply as a part of my faith and use my ‘shape’ to serve others?
How much money really is enough to live on, and how much should we work, so that we make sure work doesn’t take over 
and squeeze out everything else?
What on earth does it really mean to be a part of this thing called ‘bringing God’s kingdom’ and what is my part in it?
How do I live “life in all it’s fullness” in my everyday “life” which God has given me. What does “life” mean for those 
people in my everyday who don’t know about this unconditional gift of love that God offers them?
And what do intimidating words like ‘missionary’ and ‘evangelist’ mean in all this and are they anything to do with me?

This has been my ‘Holy discontent’ if you like. My wrestle to live as a Christian in this foreign culture, where I feel 
increasingly ‘called’ to share the hope that I have in my local area, in my street & suburb. In the last year or so this 
has meant I have chosen not to go back to work since having my son, so I have time to try to live more simply and 
build relationships locally. I have chosen to engage in things that reflect the stage of life I am in (first time parent) 
and that are local- like my mothers group and local playgroup. 

So sometimes my attempts to live as a missionary looks like; 
· Cooking dinner for a friend from my mothers group who is struggling with her health and being a mum, or, 
· Walking to our local shops instead of driving to a big shopping centre and bumping into the girl who works at the café 
and also lives in my street. 
· Being part of a small group of Christian people in my area who try to meet fortnightly. We are not a biblestudy group 
but aim to have an outward focus where we journey along side, pray for and support each other in our efforts to live as 
missionaries in our
local streets. We have found that by having this shared focus of looking for opportunities to serve the communities in 
which we live, we have also received pastoral care & support from each other and we have grown much in our knowl-
edge and understanding of God.

Sometimes my missionary life also looks like;
· Taking on a Caring and Connecting role on our playgroup committee so playgroup families from our community can 
more easily access the care and pastoral services that our church can provide eg the food bank or, 
· Making sure I am less busy so I have time to linger after playgroup and mothers group – this is when the good conversa-
tions about how life really is often happen, or, 
· Praying with a friend after playgroup for the families that come, 
· Building a relationship with a neighbour who I don’t have much in common with after her kids have kept us up half of 
the night before playing really bad music and running amuck in our street.
· Listening as a playgroup mum tells me how she can’t believe in a God who allowed two of her kids to die and then after 
having a conversation about how the God I know is big enough to handle her anger and doubts.
· Bumping into a person from my home group who lives in my street and having a good old gas-bag that leaves me feel-
ing encouraged.
· Having time to go on a family holiday when we get bad news about a family member’s health
· Going out to dinner with Mum’s from my mother’s group last night and talking about the things that matter in life.
· Building webs of relationships so that a woman I met at my mother’s group who is now a friend, also lives in 
my street and also started to come to our playgroup and now knows other Christian friends of mine.

Sometimes it is wonderful and flows easily, other times encounters with people are just plain sad, often my efforts 
and time spent seem insignificant and very unglamorous and often I am confronted by my weaknesses and preju-
dices. Often though, these experiences enlarge my faith and my ideas about God. And just to keep me on my toes, 
often God has used people who do not know Him to encourage and support me. Nowdays I feel just as comfortable 
talking about my struggles, ideas about life and most parts of my faith with these people who are yet-to-believe, 
as I do with my Christian friends. For someone like me who has found the idea of being an ‘evangelist’ or ‘mission-
ary’ as something for other more gifted people, that is a huge change.
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THE SUNO WRESTLER
SUNO exists to offer training and 
support to local missionaries and 
these articles are a part of how we 
provide resources for you to chew 
over. We can also offer consultations 
and organisational oversight to help 
you most effectively engage in local 
mission.

2010 has been an interesting year for SUNO. 
After Forge finished up last year, we took some 
time to reflect and gather thoughts together for 
SUNO, so the first half of the year was pretty 
quiet. We
continued to auspice and support a number of 
local mission activities. These include:

• Alternator in Bunbury
• Cheers in Banksia Grove
• Belmont Kids Club
• FOSAFIA
• Cheers Family Camp in April
• Gwelup Family Camp in April

In the second half of the year, we have begun 
to get a few activities going again to support 
local mission. Firstly, we started the SUNO blog 
(website) to communicate and offer training and 
insight on local mission. Check it out at wasuno.
wordpress.com. We also began communicating 
with people regularly by email again.

Two gatherings were held for people trying 
to engage in local mission. The first was in 
October and featured Gil Cann, a mission man 
who was involved in John Smith’s God Squad 
church ‘Truth and Liberation Concern’ for a long 
time. He shared some “Principles for living a 
missionary life” and they were really encouraging 
and informative. The second gathering was a 
discussion about  evangelism and sharing faith 
authentically and well. Check out the thought-
provoking article by Danelle in this SUNO 
Wrestler.

We also arranged a get together of a number of 
the people and groups around Perth who support 
and equip local mission, to share what we are 
doing and look at collaborating and supporting 
each other in 2011.

Summer sees the Comet Bay Family Festival 
crank up again and Sam Ramsay and the team 
have been working hard to pull it together. It 
runs from January 5th to 7th, culminating in a 
fantastic outdoor concert with lots of great family 
activities.

 
Imagine a good friend.  Someone you treasure 
and respect.  Someone you have the deep 
conversations with, someone you can trust.

Imagine them one day, looking you straight in 
the eye and asking, “so, tell me honestly, are 
you my friend because you want to convert me, 
or are you just my friend.”

That was the moment I knew I had grown in 
understanding and commitment of friendship, 
regardless of belief.  I knew how to answer 
and it was honest.

How would you answer that question from 
someone who you are building a relationship 
with?

a particular form of sharing and freedom from 
fear.  I have wonderful moments of sharing 
life’s journey with my friends, in a way that 
is simply sharing that part of my life.  I 
have moments where someone has come with 
specific intent and I get to share directly of 
God’s amazing grace.  I have avenues of living 
out faith in community which speaks volumes 
to people.  And then, every now and again, 
God just does something even more amazing 
and direct, and I get to be bold and brazen 
because that is what God asks of me for that 
moment.

I believe the most important things with 
sharing your faith is firstly, that your 
faith is fresh.  In its struggle, in its

Imagine a good friend.  Someone you treasure and respect.  Someone you have the deep 
conversations with, someone you can trust.

Imagine them one day, looking you straight in the eye and asking, “so, tell me honestly, 
are you my friend because you want to convert me, or are you just my friend.”

That was the moment I knew I had grown in understanding and commitment of friendship, 
regardless of belief.  I knew how to answer and it was honest.

How would you answer that question from someone who you are building a relationship with?

These days I see there are many different considerations to sharing faith with others.  
There are different permissions depending on the circumstances.  There are appropriate 
and inappropriate moments for faith sharing.  And then there is the Spirit of God and his 
prompting and guidance.  All things need to be considered and given attention to.

For me, I am enjoying a freedom to share my faith, freedom from guilt, freedom from a 

victory, in its moments of question.  Our faith story needs to be current and lived out 
in front of others.  That makes sense to them and they get to see its effectiveness.  
Secondly, I believe our faith needs to be shared with love.  Love for the other, needs 
to be the motivation and the foundation for the way we share our faith.  There needs to 
be deep consideration for the other person.  Thirdly, we need to listen closely to the 
Spirit of God for our guidance and wisdom when sharing our faith.

So ... what did we say to our friend?  We said “Because we love you, there is nothing 
more we could ever want for you than to know God, but whether you ever become a Christian 
or not, we are your friend.”

Article by Danelle HamiltonGood News Story
Andrew Rigg, who heads up Alternator, one of the 
local mission projects that SUNO auspices. recently 
shared the story of Bill (changed name), a young 
man who had come from a history of drug and al-
cohol use and had come to faith through Alterna-
tor. This young man is keenly joining in their activi-
ties and studying the Bible. His life has gradually 
changed significantly and he no longer abuses 
drugs and alcohol. 
So thank you for your efforts, support and prayers 
for SUNO and through that, of young people like 
Bill.

Good morning!! My name is ... & I am a missionary.

I have not always considered myself in this way- missionaries are highly competent, spiritual Christians who have a special call to 
strike out and live it tough overseas in foreign cultures where people don’t know God, right? Or so I thought. But let me tell you 
about my mission field. I live in a culture where most people don’t know the God of love that I know. In my street and suburb there 
are many people who are poor, poor in spirit and suffering. There are structural injustices that cause suffering, and relationships 
and families are broken down. Yet my mission field is in a beautiful country that has enough resources for all and I hold much hope 
for it and its people.  I actually live in “Perth Suburb” with my hubby & 17month old son. In the last few years I have been on a 
bit of a faith journey where I have wrestled with the uncomfortable and compelling sense that there was more to living my faith 
than just being married, working long hours to pay off a mortgage and squeezing in being a parent—not to mention all the other 
constructs that the world and the media tell us that life is about. Oh and somewhere in there going to church on Sundays and fitting 
in lots of good voluntary stuff at church and other organisations. Whew! 

Read more overleaf...


